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The most difficult aspect of an international business negotiation is the actual conduct of the face-to-face meeting. Assuming that the appropriate people have been chosen to represent a firm, and that those representatives are well prepared, and that the process has been designed to maximize knowledge flows, things can still go wrong at the negotiation table. Obviously, if these other preliminaries haven’t been managed properly, then things will go wrong during the meetings.

NON-TASK SOUNDING

Trust and connections can make a big difference in the United States. They’re often great to have, but not essential. In all relationship-oriented cultures around the world (e.g., Japan, China, Brazil, or Spain), they are essential. Getting started in the States means: (1) sending a letter explaining your business purpose and dropping a name or two if possible; (2) a follow-up call for an appointment; (3) five minutes of small talk across her desk (this is the non-task sounding); and (4) you’re talking business. There are a few more steps to the dance in Asia, Latin America, Southern Europe, India, Africa, and Middle East.

Most business professionals are loath to use their legal system (attorneys and courts) to clean things up if the business goes sour. They depend on strong and trusting relationships between the people on both sides to mitigate conflicts down the road. And, time and money are invested in building those relationships before getting down to business. Five minutes of non-task sounding in the United States can translate into five days, weeks, or even months of non-task sounding in Shanghai, Lagos, Rio de Janeiro, or Jeddah. There is no other way because in such countries real business cannot be conducted until a good interpersonal relationship has been established.

In the United States people tend to trust until given reason not to. In the relationship-oriented cultures of Asia, Africa, Latin America, and Southern Europe suspicion and distrust characterize all meetings with strangers. In such places it is difficult to earn trust because business will not even begin without it. Instead, trust must be transmitted via personal connections or intermediaries. That is, a trusted business associate of yours must pass you along to one of his trusted business associates and so on. So the key first step in non-task sounding in many countries is finding the personal links to your intended target organization and/or executive.

Role of Intermediaries

Those links can be hometown, family, school, or previous business ties. In some places they can be institutional – as in Japan where your banker can do the introductions. In China or India, the links must be based on personal experience. For example, you call your former classmate and ask him to set up a dinner meeting with his friend. Expensive meals at nice places are key to demonstrating that you understand the value of strategic personal relationships. If things go well and his friend accepts the role of your intermediary, he will set up a meeting with your potential client or business partner whom he knows quite well.

Often, your intermediary will then arrange a lunch or dinner the night before a visit to the client’s offices. We have found this to be particularly true when dealing with international financial institutions such as Banco Santander, BBVA, or Deutsche Bank. The intermediary will attend both. Your intermediary will insist that you spend big bucks on the meal. This is important. Your sincerity will be gauged by the size of the check for this ritual sharing of food. For someone who grabs a sandwich at his desk for lunch this will seem inefficient. However, a $500 meal may in fact be a great investment in many places around the world such as Hong Kong or Milan.

The talk at these initial meetings may range widely, even inanely from the American perspective. Even though your intermediary has “blessed” the relationship, your foreign partner will still endeavor to sound you out in the broadest senses – trustworthiness, sincerity, integrity, competence, and so on. S/he will be looking for feelings of interpersonal harmony and connection. There is no rushing this process. Rick Lynch, chief executive officer (CEO) of Heineken in China, notes that while this “empty questioning” may test your own patience, even your endurance, you should take it as a sign of progress – they’re interested.
At some point when you have “passed” the total-you test, the client or the intermediary will bring up business. This signals the end to non-task sounding in relationship-cultures. Only the client or intermediary can give this signal. We repeat, only the client or intermediary can give this signal. NOT YOU! And even then, after brief discussion of business, your foreign client may lapse back into more non-task sounding. The management implications are clear. In foreign countries, actually even in the United States, always, ALWAYS, let the client or intermediary bring up business.

Sam Su, President of YUM! Brands in China feels that most Americans can make it through the dinner, but at the client’s offices the next day they can’t keep from making proposals. This is often incredibly rude from the Chinese perspective. Even when they’ve been told by their own experienced staff to continue the small talk until the client broaches business, most high-powered Americans can’t stand the “delays.”

We talked with a group of American executives representing MicroAge International, a computer hardware manufacturing company, trying to develop a business relationship with a Spanish distributor. Their complaint was that every time they went to Madrid the trip was exhausting because the Spaniards insisting on continuous late night eating and drinking. That combined with jet lag made the discussions during the days literally physically demanding. We recommended they invite the Spaniards to Arizona to visit their offices to continue the work. Our clients responded, “We’ve tried that, but it’s still party late into the night there as well, and here we have to contend with our families!”

Other minor considerations: Business cards will be required and small gifts (exchanged before leaving the offices) will be appropriate in many countries such as Japan, China, and Malaysia. For meetings in the United States, setting and formality will be marginally less important for operational level executives, but not much less. Particularly when the foreign firm is the one courted, long periods of non-task sounding, including dinner at a very good restaurant or at your home, are advised.

**Role for C-level Executives**

The role of C-level executives in negotiations internationally is often ceremonial. By ceremonial, we do not mean unimportant! Ordinarily they are brought into negotiations only to sign the agreement, after all issues have been settled by lower level executives. On occasion, top executives are included earlier in the talks to communicate commitment and importance. In either case, their main activity is non-task sounding. Only vague statements should be made about the potential for a strong, long-lasting business relationship. Specifics must be left up to managers and staff.

Getting top American executives to understand the importance of non-task sounding and to make these adjustments in their behavior may be difficult. One successful way has been to supply them with a list of appropriate questions to ask during the initial meetings with their high-level counterparts. Soccer’s a good topic almost everywhere, but a little knowledge about cricket will go a long way in Sydney. Ask your local representatives or intermediaries what topics are appropriate and do a little studying ahead of time.

The American executives should be prepared with business cards in the local language and should exchange them if the other side offers. However, when presidents of companies meet, business cards often are not required. Of course, American presidents should be well briefed about their foreign counterparts in advance.

Finally, when high-level meetings are held in the United States, we recommend a similar approach. Top-level foreign executives, particularly from East Asian cultures, will not be prepared to bargain and will not be persuaded, even when in the United States. It’s simply not their role. When American hosts wish to demonstrate the importance of the visit and the deal, we advise sending a limousine to pick up the foreign party at their hotel. The initial meeting between top executives should not be held across a boardroom table, and certainly not across the American executive’s desk. Rather, a more comfortable, living room or a private room in a high-class restaurant type of atmosphere is preferable. Remember, the extra expense is an investment!

**TASK-RELATED EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION**

A task-related exchange of information implies a two-way communication process. However, when Americans meet foreigners across the negotiation table, the information flow is very often unidirectional – from the American side to the other. In the paragraphs that follow we will recommend actions for American bargainers that will help them to manage efficiently the give-and-take of information.

**Giving Information**

The most obvious problem associated with providing information to international clients will be the language. It is true that many more foreign executives can speak and understand English than Americans can use any second language. English is, after all, the international language of business and technology. However, Americans should be careful of misunderstandings arising from the other side’s limited knowledge of English. Confusion can result when foreign
executives, because of politeness, indicate they understand when in fact they do not. When any doubt exists, Americans should use visual media (PowerPoint and brochures) and provide copious written support materials and an interpreter if the other side hasn’t. Even when an international partner does provide an interpreter, there may be critical stages of the negotiations when your own interpreter should be included on your negotiation team. Be sure to talk to and listen to the executive on the other side of the table even when she or he speaks in the local language. The interpreter should not be the sole focus of your attention.

Regarding written materials, imagine for a moment that you are a Vietnamese executive trying to choose between two competitive offerings. One is written in your native language, and the other is written in a foreign language. Which proposal will you “like” better? Which company will you choose as a vendor? Perhaps you can get by with technical or engineering details in English, but the sections of the proposal that will be reviewed and evaluated by upper Vietnamese management, particularly Party officials, must be written in their native language. We’ve heard more than once that translation of documents is expensive and takes time. In fact, several of our clients have been reluctant to authorize the expenditures for high-quality translation. These have usually been executives at small and medium-size firms that just have not experienced or noticed the lack of understanding during their presentations to foreign customers and partners. But would you rather have your client spending his time reading your proposal in his second language? And how expensive is losing your next deal?

Once managers are comfortable with the language situation, they can turn their attention to more subtle aspects of giving information to their foreign counterparts. The first of these has to do with the order of presentation. In the United States managers tend to say what they want and explain the reasons behind their requests only if necessary. That’s why the task-related exchange of information goes so quickly. This isn’t the ritual in many countries. For example, in Japan they are used to long descriptions of background and context before specific proposals are made, because there, the time invested in detailed discussions obviates heavy-handed persuasive tactics and yields seemingly obvious answers to negotiation problems. Given this mode of operation, it is not surprising to hear the American executive’s complaint about the thousands of questions the Japanese ask.

Clearly then, communicating your bargaining interests, your company’s needs and preferences, will take longer in almost all foreign countries. Language problems and lengthy explanations will require more meetings, involving more of your people (technical experts) and more of theirs. We strongly recommend patience with this process and anticipation of increased time and money spent at this stage. But at some point American bargainers will have to terminate such questioning. While answering “a thousand” questions may be tedious but necessary, answering two thousand questions may not be productive. Instead of answering a repetitious question about delivery again, a variety of responses may work better:

1. “Apparently delivery is key issue for you. Can you remind me again why?”
2. Summarize your previous answer after something like: “I already gave that information to Mr. Park yesterday, but to reiterate…”
3. Offer to write down the requested information so that it may be shared with all concerned foreign executives.
4. Generally, a repeated question should be answered the second time in about three minutes. The third time it’s asked, the answer should be a one-minute summary. If the same question is asked a fourth time, it’s probably a persuasive tactic and not information gathering. The appropriate response is then silence or a change of subject.

Managers should recognize one other thing about foreign questions. The other side often understands, and even expects, that some questions cannot be answered. But they will go ahead and ask them anyway. This is in sharp contrast to the American practice of only asking questions that will be answered. That is, if an American manager asks a question and doesn’t get an answer, he often gets upset. This is not necessarily the case with the executives in many other countries such as Israel, for example. Israeli directness often leads to questions uncomfortable for Americans. But, a response of, “I just can’t answer that one,” will not necessarily bother an inquisitive Israeli executive.

Finally, we recommend that American bargainers guard against the tendency of making concessions during this exchange of information. We have found that often American negotiators, impatient with the process, will actually make concessions during this second stage of negotiations, before they have even determined the foreign negotiator’s position, needs, and interests. For example, it is common for Americans to focus on land prices in international real estate transactions, making concessions on that issue before hearing about access, water rights, and other potentially crucial issues. It will take great patience indeed to avoid the natural urge to get to the third stage, persuasion, by making concessions in the hopes that they will reciprocate.

**Getting Information**

Of course, getting information before negotiations begin is hugely important. James Sebenius advocates “mapping the players and the process” in international
negotiations. We agree, and your intermediary or local advisors will be essential in this activity. Key information will be issues related to the larger context of your business – government or party involvement and the larger economic plans of local, provincial, and/or even national authorities – things not considered or uncovered during your own environmental scanning. Also, crucial will be knowledge of the key decision makers. In family businesses in Hispanic cultures or Saudi Arabia it's almost always the patriarch, in state owned enterprises in Vietnam or China it's the top Party official.

Hopefully, your foreign clients will be courting your business like the Chinese government did with 7-Eleven Inc. prior to the 2008 Olympic Games. In such a situation they will be the ones making proposals and supplying you with more information than you probably want. But should your firm be initiating the contact or trying to make the sale, expect great difficulties getting feedback to your proposals. If you ask a group of Thai executives what they think of your price quote and proposal, they will invariably say, something like, “Let us take a look or let us study (or do some research on it).” They may even respond in such a manner even if they think it stinks.

Let’s review the reasons behind this “strange” behavior. First, executives in many relationship-oriented cultures (e.g., the Philippines or Thailand) want to maintain your face and interpersonal harmony. From his point of view a negative, albeit honest, answer at the negotiation would disrupt the harmony established. American executives are often unable to read the subtle, nonverbal, negative cues that accompany the “Let us study it.” Another local executive would read the nonverbal message that “it stinks,” but even the most experienced Americans are sometimes unable to process this subtle message.

In the United States, another key source of information regarding your client’s reaction to your proposals is his or her facial expression. Most of us process such information unconsciously, but we all do pay attention to this channel. Indeed, many American executives report great frustration because of the Japanese negotiator’s “poker face.” Indeed, some Japanese managers report increasing their eye contact when dealing with Americans to demonstrate interest, but controlling their facial expressions to hide negative reactions.

Indeed, the most efficient way to get feedback from a foreign client may be through the indispensable intermediary. Having talked about all the difficulties in getting honest feedback from many of your foreign partners, you should also understand that some cultures are on the other end of the scale. For example, both German and Israeli negotiators are famous for their sometimes brutal honesty. If a German executive thinks your proposal stinks, she’ll very directly tell you so. An Israeli might take it a step further and tell you it’s insulting. Israelis highly value what they call doogri, that is, expressing their feelings directly and accurately. Israelis complain they can’t get a straight answer from Americans! The problem then for Americans is to not take offense at their pushy use of English and their apparently aggressive manner. It’s their cultural mores.

PERUSATION

From the American perspective persuasion is the heart of a negotiation. In America, managers have a wide range of persuasive tactics that can be and often are employed to change clients’ minds. Among them are promises, recommendations, appeals to industry norms, providing more information, asking questions, and the more aggressive threats and warnings. We have observed Americans using all such persuasive tactics. However, the appropriateness and effectiveness of these approaches varies in other countries. Things are a bit more complicated in many places.

For example, Honeywell Bull had won negotiation rights for an order of 100 ATMs from the Bank of China. Toward the end of the negotiations, the Bank of China buyer asked for deeper price cuts. But to him it wasn’t just a matter of theft. He appealed, “If the price isn’t reduced further I will lose face.” This is Chinese for “the deal will be off and we’ll talk to your competitor.” The Honeywell Bull executive responded that he had some room to move in the bid, but the lower price would not allow for training in the U.S. for the Chinese managers. The Chinese side then asked for a break and came back smiling in 10 minutes agreeing to all the terms. Some might conclude that for Chinese executives, seeing New York, Hollywood, and Las Vegas is more important than a face-saving price reduction. However, the clever negotiator will understand that his staff’s travel to the States gave much more face to the Chinese executive than any mere price break.

When the persuasion starts in your negotiations in many countries you can expect to hear about your competitors and threats to do business elsewhere. Of course, Americans do the same thing, but with more finesse perhaps. Korean managers at companies such as Samsung Electronics Co. and LG seem to use this tactic with little compunction. Because American negotiators tend to be in a hurry and tend to focus on “one thing at a time,” the development of a symmetrical set of alternatives begins only when troubles crop up with the focal business deal. So most Americans feel like they’re being “two timed” when the “there’s-more-than-one-game-in-town” threat is delivered. Americans get mad when the Koreans are just blandly pointing out what they believe should be obvious to everyone.

Another important factor in relationship-oriented cultures is the context in which specific tactics are used. Aggressive influence tactics such as threats or
warnings, which can only be used by negotiators in higher power positions (usually buyers), should be communicated through intermediaries and informally. And even then, only subtle and indirect threats, commands, and so on, are appropriate. Getting mad ruins relationships. Loud voices and angry tones destroy even longstanding interpersonal harmony. So the intermediary or local representative can be doubly important from the American perspective. First, s/he provides a method of more accurately reading foreign clients, and, second, it makes available to American bargainers persuasive tactics that would be completely inappropriate during the formal talks.

To sum up, if an impasse is reached with foreign clients, rather than trying to persuade in the usual American manner, we recommend use of the following eight persuasive tactics, in the following order and in the following circumstances:

1. Ask more questions. We feel that the single most important advice we can give is to use questions as a persuasive tactic. This is true in not only relationship-oriented cultures, but anywhere in the world, including the United States. One prominent negotiation expert suggests that sometimes it’s “smart to be a little bit dumb” in business negotiations. Ask the same questions more than once – “I didn’t completely understand what you meant. Can you please explain that again?” If your clients or potential business partners have good answers, then it’s perhaps best if you compromise on the issue. But often, under close scrutiny, their answers aren’t very good. And with such a weak position exposed they will be obligated to concede. Also, questions often put more information on the table providing leads toward more creative solutions. For all these reasons questions can elicit key information and can be powerful persuasive devices.

2. Educate. Condescension will kill this approach, so be careful. But, re-explain your company’s situation, needs, and preferences. You might also make oblique reference to the “internationally recognized business practices” about which most managers in fast developing countries (e.g., India and China) are becoming more interested. Some executives supply customers with information about their own competitors, again with the intent of education about the overall marketplace.

3. Silence. If you are still not satisfied with their response, try silence. Let them think about it and give them an opportunity to change their position. However, you should recognize that foreign executives are often much better at the use of this tactic than you. If silence is a tactic you find difficult to use, you should at least be aware that some of your foreign partners will use it frequently and naturally.

4. If tactics 1 through 3 produce no concessions, it will be time to change the subject or call a recess and put to work the intermediary. But rather than going directly to the more aggressive tactics (warnings and threats) we recommend repeating the first three tactics using that important communication channel – the intermediary or local representative. The questions and explanations may expose new information or objections that couldn’t be broached at the negotiation table.

5. Aggressive influence tactics (warnings and threats, particularly those emphasized with expressions of emotions) may be used in negotiations with most East Asians, for example, only at great risk and in special circumstances. First, they should only be used via the intermediary or your local representative, and even then they should be used in the most indirect manner possible. Second, they should be used only when the American company is clearly in the stronger position. Even in these two circumstances, use of such aggressive persuasive tactics will damage the interpersonal harmony, which may in the long run be to your company’s disadvantage. If power relations ever shift (and they always do), the other side will be quick to exploit the change in events. However, if the American side exercises restraint and maintains the interpersonal harmony, then if and when power relations shift, often the other side will consider the American company’s interests.

This latter point is difficult for most Americans to believe. But we have witnessed Chinese executives behave in this way several times. For example, a corporate vice president at Honeywell Bull threatened a senior executive at China Post with a lawsuit, demanding final acceptance of a signed contract. The China Post executive responded, “Go ahead. You may win the case. But, you will be finished in the China market.” At a subsequent meeting the Honeywell Bull country manager, schooled in the Chinese style of business negotiations and possessing a good relationship with the China Post executive, was able to smooth things over by appealing to the interests of the long term. The customer responded, “This is the right attitude, I will see what I can do to expedite the final acceptance.”

6. If tactics 1 through 5 have not produced concessions on their part, we suggest the use of time to enable them to consider new information and to reach a decision satisfying almost everyone involved on their side, from technical experts to government officials. Bargainers in many countries (e.g., Japan, Malaysia, or Thailand) don’t make concessions immediately following persuasive appeals without broader consultation. Indeed, the combination of collective decision-making and social hierarchy can make things quite complicated with clients from relationships-cultures. Unfortunately, time is perhaps the most difficult tactic for American bargainers to use. Americans are in a hurry to solve the problem and settle the deal. “Letting things hang” goes against their nature. But it may be necessary. And hopefully, they will run into their
time limits before you run into yours. Also, use of this
tactic will require the cooperation and understanding of your home office.

It should be remembered that executives from most other cultures are skilled in the use of time as a persuasive tactic. Often, group decision-making and the long-term approach to business deals seem to enhance the effectiveness of tactical delays for foreign bargaining with Americans. Richard Solomon, President of the U.S. Institute for Peace, explains in his excellent book on the Chinese negotiation style: “Do not expect quick or easy agreement. A Chinese negotiator will have trouble convincing his superiors that he has fully tested the limits of his counterpart’s position if he has not protracted the discussions.”

7. The next persuasive tactic to use is asking the intermediary to arbitrate your differences. Let them call your clients and meet with them separately as a go-between. We have seen intermediaries often successfully settle otherwise irreconcilable differences.

8. Finally, if all else fails, it may be necessary to bring together the top executives of the two companies in the hope of stimulating more cooperation. A refusal at this stage means the business is finished.

To conclude our discussion of persuasive tactics, we want to emphasize the importance of these recommendations. A mistake at this stage, even a minor one, can have major consequences for your international business relationships. American managers will have to be doubly conscientious to avoid blunders here because often the foreigners’ style of persuasion is so different and apparently ambiguous. Remember that the managers from relationship-oriented cultures in particular are looking to establish a long-term business relationship of mutual benefit. Threats and the like don’t fit into their understanding of how such a relationship should work. You should also recognize that we are recommending adoption of a Japanese approach to persuasion when bargaining with almost all foreign clients and business partners. We realize our approach takes longer, but in the end you and your company will benefit by such an approach. Finally, smart American negotiators will anticipate the foreigner’s use of the persuasive tactics just described.

CONCESSIONS AND AGREEMENT

The final stage of business negotiations involves concessions, building toward agreement. Negotiation requires compromise, or as the Chinese say, “Finding the way.” Usually, both sides give up something to get even more. But the approach used for compromise can vary substantially around the world, particularly East to West.

American and European managers often report great difficulties in measuring progress in their negotiations in Asia. After all, in America managers are half done when half the issues are settled. But in Japan or Malaysia nothing seems to get settled. Then, surprise, you’re done. Often, Americans make unnecessary concessions right before agreements are announced by the other side. American bargainers in Asia should expect this holistic approach and be prepared to discuss all issues simultaneously and in an apparently haphazard order. Progress in the talks should not be measured by how many issues have been settled. Rather, Americans must try to gauge the quality of the business relationship. Important signals of progress will be:

1. Higher level foreign executives being included in the discussions;
2. Their questions beginning to focus on specific areas of the deal;
3. A softening of their attitudes and position on some of the issues;
4. At the negotiation table, increased talk among themselves in their native tongue, which may often mean they’re trying to decide something;
5. Calls for additional meetings, increased bargaining, and use of the intermediary; and
6. They ask about things potential benefits such as overseas training or even future business.

As part of your team’s preparations, it will be important to document concession strategies. When they’re agreed to and written down before negotiations begin, it’s easier for everyone on your side to stick to the “concession schedule.” Americans need to follow such schedules with care. Trading concessions with foreign bargainers will not work because they view nothing to be settled until everything is settled. We advise making no concession until all issues and interests have been exposed and fully discussed. Then concessions should be made, on minor issues first, to help establish the relationship.

Finally, concessions should not be decided upon at the negotiation table. Rather, Americans are advised to reconsider each concession away from the social pressure of the formal negotiations. This again is a Japanese practice that Americans will do well emulating. Having strategically limited authority can be an important check on runaway concession making.

Minor Distractions

Before closing our discussion of the process of business negotiations, it is important to mention briefly three foreign behaviors that will seem rude to American bargainers but are nothing more than common habits for executives in many other countries. First, Iranian clients will often break into side conversations – in Farsi. Ordinarily, the purpose of these side conversations is clarification of something
the Americans have said, that is, they are getting the translation straightened out among themselves. Second, Chinese executives will often enter or leave negotiations in the middle of your comments. This reflects their busy schedule and a different view of “meeting etiquette.” Finally, it can be particularly disturbing to be talking to a group of Saudi or Japanese and discover that one, perhaps even the senior executive, is “listening while doing other things” or “listening with his eyes shut.” Usually this shouldn’t be taken personally; it simply reflects a different view of appropriate behavior at meetings. Further, busy foreign executives may also be signaling that they are comfortable with how things are going – if they are not comfortable, they will remain quite attentive.

THE NEW CREATIVITY

Getting to “yes” isn’t good enough

Perhaps the most famous negotiation parable involves an argument over an orange. The most obvious approach was to simply cut it in half, each person getting a fair share. But, when the negotiators began talking to each other, exchanging information about their interests, a better solution to the problem became obvious. The person wanting the orange for juice for breakfast took that part and the person wanting the rind for making marmalade took that part. Both sides ended up with more. Neither agreement is particularly creative. The parable of the orange becomes a story about creativity when both parties decide to cooperate in planting an orange tree. In a similar way, Boeing Co. buys composite plastic wings for its new 787 Dreamliner, designed and manufactured by Japanese suppliers, and then sells the completed 787s back to Japanese airlines, all with a nice subsidy from the Japanese government. This is what we mean by creativity in negotiations.

At business schools these days we are beginning to learn a lot about creative processes. Courses are being offered and dissertations being proffered with “innovation” the key buzz word at academic conferences and in corporate boardrooms. The more we hear about innovation and creative processes the more we are aware of our ancient business negotiations. The field generally is still stuck in the past, talking about “making deals” and “solving problems.” Even the use of terms like “win-win” exposes the vestiges of the old competitive thinking. Our point is that a business negotiation is not something that can be won or lost, and the competitive metaphor limits creativity. The problem-solving metaphor does as well. Thus, we urge managers to accept only creative outcomes!

For the Japanese reader, some things on this list will be quite familiar. That is, based on our careful studies of negotiation styles in more than 20 cultures around the world, it is clear that the Japanese approach to international business negotiations, by nature, uses many of the techniques commonly emphasized in any discussion of creative processes. Indeed, there appears to be a deeply fundamental explanation why the Japanese have been able to build such a successful society, despite their lack of natural resources and relative isolation. While Japanese society does have its own obstacles to creativity – hierarchy and collectivism are two – they have developed a negotiation style that in many ways obviates such disadvantages.

We also must give credit to the luminaries in field who have long advocated creativity in negotiations. Howard Raiffa and his colleagues recommend:

...the teams should think and plan together informally and do some joint brainstorming, which can be thought of as “dialoguing” or “pre-negotiating.” The two sides make no tradeoffs, commitments, or arguments about how to divide the pie at this early stage.

Roger Fisher and William Ury title their Chapter 4 in Getting to Yes, “Invent[ing] Options for Mutual Gain.” David Lax and James Sebenius, in their important new book, 3D-Negotiations, go past getting to yes, and talk about “creative agreements” and “great agreements.” Lawrence Susskind and his associates advocate the use of “parallel informal negotiations” toward building creative negotiation outcomes. Our goal here is to push these ideas to the forefront in thinking about business negotiations. The field generally is still stuck in the past, talking about “making deals” and “solving problems.” Even the use of terms like “win-win” exposes the vestiges of the old competitive thinking. Our point is that a business negotiation is not something that can be won or lost, and the competitive metaphor limits creativity. The problem-solving metaphor does as well. Thus, we urge managers to accept only creative outcomes!
– picture the start of the day at your typical Japanese factory. The Japanese also seem to work best in small groups (#6). Silence is definitely okay (part of #6). The Japanese invented karaoke (#6 and singing). The Japanese have difficulty criticizing others, especially foreigners (#7). The use of visuals and holistic thinking are natural for Japanese (#7). Breaks are also a common procedure for Japanese (#8). Japanese will work better with familiar folks (#9).

Perhaps we’re stretching to make a few of these connections, and as we’ve already implied, some of these techniques will seem foreign to Japanese
negotiators. For example, diversity is not a strong suit for Japanese – purposefully adding women and other elements of diversity (#4) to their groups would seem odd. Moreover, the Japanese are working on some of their own creativity disadvantages. For example, in Japanese elementary schools you can find rows and columns of third graders bowing and chanting in unison their school motto that ironically might include “...we will be independent thinkers.”

Indeed, we notice similar changes in the Chinese school systems (imitating the Japanese) as they try to bridge what they also see as a creativity gap vis-à-vis the U.S. Ann Hulbert in the New York Times Magazine recently asked the uncomfortable questions: Can China create schools that foster openness, flexibility, and innovations? And what happens to China if it does? She adds, “Even as Americans seek to emulate China’s test-centered and math-focused pedagogy, Chinese educators are trying to promote a Western emphasis on critical thinking at home...Throughout China, middle school exams have been abolished and vacation review classes are widely discouraged...The Chinese government worries that too many students have become the sort of stressed-out, test-acting drone who lacks the skills necessary in the global marketplace.”

However, the key things the Japanese do in international negotiation that Americans can and should learn are the following: (1) The Japanese are the absolute champion information vacuum in global business. They keep their mouths shut and let everyone else do the talking. Thus, they use the diversity of their international colleagues (customers, suppliers, competitors, scientists, etc.) to a greater extent than any other group. We often disparage it as copying and borrowing, but in fact being open to everyone’s ideas has always been the key to creativity and human progress. The Japanese, like everyone else around the world, are ethnocentric. But, at the same time they very much respect foreign ideas. (2) The Japanese will only work with cooperative negotiators when they have a choice. Trust and creativity go hand-in-hand. And, they will work to train other managers to negotiate more creatively for their own good. Witness the highly successful 25-year manufacturing joint venture in Fremont, CA between Toyota Motor Corp. and General Motors Corp. as a prominent example.

We challenge you to employ Lawrence’s list in your own negotiations – in planning, execution, and follow-up. For example, playing golf or hitting a tennis ball with your partners can not only build personal relationships and trust, but also the physical movement can actually stimulate creative thinking. Or, give clients a couple of days to consider your tough requests – sleeping on it can lead to new ideas about commercial relationships. Indeed, the overnight part of #8 is particularly important. Anthropologist and consumer expert Clotaire Rapaille suggests that the transitions between wakefulness and sleep can act as a kind of creative “whack on the side of the head” that allows the mind to work differently, “…calming their brainwaves, getting them to that tranquil point just before sleep.” Such tactics and tools should permeate your planning and interactions, both at home and abroad.

Application of principles of creativity will be practically and overtly appropriate in at least three points in your negotiations. Above we noted that Howard Raiffa and others suggest that they be used in pre-negotiation meetings. Second, we advocate their use when impasses are reached. For example, in the negotiations regarding the multi-billion-dollar Camisea natural gas project in Peru, the involved firms and environmentalist groups reached what seemed to be an irreconcilable difference: roads and a huge pipeline through the pristine forest would be an ecological disaster. The creative solution? Think of the remote gas field as an offshore platform, run the pipeline underground, and fly in personnel and equipment to the compression stations as needed.

Second, once you’ve gotten to “yes,” a scheduled review of the agreement may actually get your business relationship past “yes” to truly creative outcomes. Perhaps you schedule such a review three months after implementation of the agreement has begun. But, the point is time must be set aside for a creative discussion of how can we improve on our business relationship? The emphasis of such a session should always be putting new ideas on the table – the answers to the question “what haven’t we thought of?”

CONCLUSIONS

Implementing corporate strategies through business negotiations in other countries, particularly the unfamiliar, but fast-growing ones, will remain one of the most daunting and interesting challenges facing American executives during the next few decades. Actually, executives from around the world are fast learning to work with one another – particularly as new, large market countries join the World Trade Organization and begin to harmonize commercial practices. Indeed, herein we advocate what we see as a world standard for business negotiations. Young people are flooding into M.B.A. programs around the world and learning about concepts like corporate image, brand equity, and the ins and outs of intellectual property. The Internet is also making a huge difference, making efficient communication more available. While currently in many countries engineers and political persons usually lead companies, the future bodes well for the new business class. Herein we aspire to inspire a new approach in international commerce – one that defines the old’s ways of compe-
titive and problem-solving negotiation styles as interesting relics, and advocates a new process of negotiations that elevates creativity as the first goal.

In relationship-oriented cultures such as Indonesia, Nigeria, and China, there are huge advantages to moving first. Old friendships work their magic only when they are old! We recommend investing now in such places, if only in a small venture. This activity will allow executives and organizations to learn “the ropes to skip and the ropes to know.” Managers will be able to develop the essential connections and the cross-cultural competence of your own staff toward understanding and growing the business there in these new places. Foreign language skills and cultural knowledge will continue to be crucial. This means selecting, promoting, and trusting the advice of your own immigrant-American staff and advisors.

Other than arrogance, condescension, and ethnocentrism, time has always been the American bargainer’s biggest handicap in international business. Impatience will be your enemy in almost all foreign countries. But, impatience is your friend when it comes to making the decision about whether to go or not. We counsel studied entry, but there is no better time than now to begin your work.
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